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Introducton – What are BICs?
Bound states in the contnuum are square-integrable solutons of the Schrödinger equaton with an eigenenergy above the 
potental threshold. Hence, they are embedded in the contnuum of scatering states but, in contrast to Fano resonances, 
they are not coupled to it. First discovered by von Neuman and Wigner [1], they have only recently been observed in optcal 
setups [2]. No direct detecton in atomic or solid-state systems has been reported so far. Here we provide a framework to 
describe them in fnite latces, and propose two experiments to observe them in cold-atom & microwave-resonator setups.
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Experimental proposals
Detecton of chiral BICs requires (i) a fnite latce system; (ii) measuring 
its conductance for varying lead sizes. We discuss two possibilites [4]: 
microwave resonators, where similar 1D non-propagatng states have 
been observed very recently [5], and a cold-atom setup analogous to [6] 
with an optcal latce added to the 2D conducton channel.
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The bipartte character of the latce corresponds to a chiral symmetry 
of the Hamiltonian:
This implies a ‘partcle-hole’ symmetry between eigenstates with 
opposite eigenenergies:
Hence, eigenstates with E=0 are localized on only one sublatce 
[3,4]. These zero-energy modes correspond to eigenvectors in the 
kernel of the Hamiltonian. The rank-nullity theorem from matrix 
algebra allows us to determine how many exist on each sublatce by 
calculatng the rank of the hopping matrix C:
Closed system: Zero-energy modes
A localized leak in the latce leads to a loss of populaton:
However, in most cases populaton stays trapped for arbitrarily long 
tmes. It corresponds to components of the wavefuncton in zero-energy 
modes localized in one sublatce. We call them latce scars by analogy 
with Heller’s scarred wave functons from the theory of quantum chaos 
in contnuous systems [3].
Dynamics in dissipatve latces
Long-tme surviving populaton in a regular (lef) and chaotc (right) 
domain. The corresponding wave functons are superpositons of zero-
energy modes localized in the two sublatces. See Ref. [3] for details.
Conductance measurements
What happens when we couple the latce to quasi-1D leads?
Zero-energy modes split into [4]:
● Modes that couple to the leads:
 They acquire a width Γ~V;
 Their energy shifs away from E=0.
● Modes that remain bound: chiral BICs!
 They keep E=0=Γ. 
Generally, one zero-energy mode is
lost per each site linked to the leads. Hence, the density of states (DOS) 
and conductance (G) around E=0 become probes of the existence of 
BICs. Interestngly, a small breaking of chiral symmetry transforms BICs 
into Fano resonances in G.
DOS and G of a 10x10 square latce (supportng 10 zero modes) for various 
lead sizes, calculated with the Landauer-Bütker formalism [4]: As long as 
the number of links to leads is <10, G(Vg=0)=0. When λ=5, there is a Fano 
antresonance, but stll G(0)=0. For larger leads, G~DOS.
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A small hopping to 2nd
neighbours, which breaks
chiral symmetry, converts
BICs into narrow Fano
resonances.
